2006 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
Price
USD 89 500
Year of manufacture 2006
Mileage 170 882 mi / 275 008 km
Drive LHD
Condition Used
Location
Exterior colour Other
Car type Other
Exterior brand colour other

Description
-Originally purchased in 2006 and converted in 2007 by Becker Automotive Design to the Dodge Sprinter van
you see here at a cost of over $350,000. It is the epitome of luxury, the interior was converted from a basic
van to a place that anyone would be happy to relax in whether you are being driven from your home to your
office, your office to your private jet, or entertaining clients. With room for up to 8 adults comfortably there is
nothing that this rolling luxury office does not have.
A driver controlled power sliding door grants access to the inside where all of the seats have been converted
to plush leather covered power recliners with foot rests or sofa style bench seats. The amenities are near
endless, for starters there is a complete audio/visual/computer system (with a printer) that runs on Windows,
connected to multiple screens, throughout the vehicle, including a 30" LCD monitor in the front, dual 10"
overhead and additional monitors in the headrests. Up top there is a roof mounted KVH satellite system so
you won't miss any important news feeds or TV shows of your choice. A DVD player is also available if
needed. The jet style roof has custom burlwood veneered ceiling trim, along with additional trim on the side
consoles, bulkhead and sliding door. Aviation style folding trays are located at many seating positions,
providing ample work space or just a spot to rest your drink. There are multiple forms aviation style LED
lighting throughout the van which can be controlled from both the front and rear compartments. All windows
have aviation style electric power blinds and individual controls at each seating position. There is storage for
drinks and multiple cup holders throughout the interior. To keep all this running there was an extra battery
added along with a 200 amp MBZ alternator, and a 2000 watt Pure Sinewave Inverter. A power partition is in
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place for complete privacy from the driver.
Taking account for the added weight, a independent rear suspension, engineered by Becker Automotive
Design was built with a heavy duty housing, nodular iron case and pinion support. A custom built cast
aluminum center section houses a Ford 9" differential. Heavy duty upper control arms and custom aluminum
bearing hubs incorporates the factory rear brakes. Fox shocks, Hypercoil springs and modifications to the
drive shaft round out the mechanicals. Additionally, there are numerous exterior styling upgrades, such as a
front spoiler, front fender flares, custom side steps and Mercedes Benz AMG wheels and front and rear
cameras.
A full detailed set of invoices will come with the sale of the vehicle. In excellent running a driving condition
the luxury Sprinter van is ready for its next owner.
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